
Charitable giving incentives and the tax reliefs en-
joyed by nonprofit institutions form an important
part of tax policy in the Anglo-North American
world. Privileged tax treatment is subject to regu-
latory control to ensure that philanthropic wealth
is duly deployed to charitable purposes and is not
unreasonably accumulated. 

The speed at which contributed assets reach
beneficiaries is currently a matter of growing interest
due to the increasing global income inequality, and
public criticism of philanthropy and giving struc-
tures has also grown. In the United States and
Canada, minimum distribution requirements are
prescriptive, with a specified amount required to
be applied. A change to foundation spending re-
quirements is in early consultative and legislative
stages in both jurisdictions. In contrast, the United
Kingdom takes a more principle-based approach
and merely requires organizations to operate for
the public benefit. While no proposal for minimum
spending is under consideration in the United
Kingdom, a revitalization program has been in-
troduced to “nudge” distributions out of otherwise
dormant charities. 

We discuss the three jurisdictions in the following
sections. We identify a shared concern about speed
of spending, but each jurisdiction ultimately has
very different approaches to philanthropic accu-
mulation. 

United States
While the calculation is complex, the effect is simple:
U.S. private non-operating foundations are effec-
tively required to distribute at least five percent of
their investment assets each year.1

When calculating this minimum distribution,
a foundation is not limited to its charitable grants;
it can also include administrative expenses, grants
carried over from previous years and tax payments.
For major projects, it is possible to set aside amounts
for up to 60 months if IRS requirements are met.
While these elements provide some measure of
flexibility, consequences of noncompliance are se-
rious. A foundation will be subject to a 30 percent
excise tax on the undistributed amounts, and an
additional 100 percent tax applies if the foundation
is notified and still fails to correct the deficiency
within 90 days.2 Overall, a fairly complex architec-
ture is required to provide for calculation, some
moderate flexibility, and enforcement. 

The U.S. minimum distribution requirement
applicable to private foundations was introduced
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over 50 years ago in the Tax Reform Act of 1969
(the “TRA”).3 Within the TRA’s broad anti-abuse
purpose, this requirement is normative – to ensure
foundations funded with tax-relieved contributions
(and often controlled by donors) provide some im-
mediate public benefit even where a foundation
intends to operate in perpetuity (and would there-
fore have a legitimate justification for balancing
the needs of present beneficiaries against anticipated
future need). Accumulation of income should not
be permitted until “unreasonable.” As the earlier
law permitted,4 it should instead be required to
distribute regularly to ensure the benefits of donor
tax relief were not enjoyed without concomitant
charitable benefit. 

While a private foundation may spend more
than the minimum, a 2017 study of IRS data indi-
cated that most large foundations stayed fairly close
to the five percent figure and that they tended
toward consistency of payout over time.5 It is clear
that prudent foundation budgeting and strategy
takes account of the minimum distribution re-
quirement and in many cases still attains overall
growth.6

Donor advised funds. Donor advised funds (DAFs)
are functionally similar to private non-operating
foundations, at least from the philanthropist’s per-
spective. Both allow donors to separate the tax
event (the deductible contribution) from the ulti-
mate philanthropy (the distribution of a program
of grants to causes). Both also allow the donor a
measure of distance from the ultimate charitable
beneficiary. 

While DAFs were operational in the United
States decades before the private foundation rules
were introduced, they were not addressed in the
TRA. Sponsoring organizations administering
DAFs continued to be treated as public charities
until greater regulation was introduced by the
Pension Protection Act of 2006 (the “PPA”).7

While the PPA sought greater accountability for
DAFs,8 it stopped short of imposing a minimum
distribution requirement on them, expressly in-
cluding this issue in a list of matters reserved for
further study.9

The resulting treasury report did not recommend
equalizing the treatment of DAFs and private foun-
dations. However, the question has not gone away.
Indeed, there has since been a series of legislative
proposals revisiting DAF regulations and addressing
minimum distribution. The most recent of these
was introduced in June 2021 in the form of the Ac-
celerating Charitable Efforts Act (the “ACE Act”).10

The ACE Act proposes sweeping changes to DAF

regulation and the minimum distribution by private
foundations. The ACE Act would prevent a distri-
bution made to a DAF by a private foundation
from counting toward the latter’s annual distribution
requirement unless fairly swiftly paid out to a char-
itable purpose. It would also seek to incentivize a

higher rate of distribution by removing the 1.39
percent excise tax for a foundation that pays out 7
percent or more, or has a 25-year duration limit
in its governing documents. In relation to DAFs
themselves, the reforms are substantial and link
the tax relief enjoyed to the duration of the DAF,
whether for a “qualified” 15 year DAF or a “non-
qualifying” DAF (in which case relief is delayed
until distribution and is limited). 

There is much discussion about the potential
impact of this proposed legislation, as well as
whether there is the political will to enact it (and
the sector support). For the purposes of this article,
however, it is perhaps sufficient to note that in the
United States there is a long history of seeking to
build a tax architecture that requires current char-
itable impact where tax relief is enjoyed, and current
proposals are complex and seek to actively drive
philanthropic behavior. 
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Canada
North of the border, the Canadian Federal Depart-
ment of Finance opened a short public consultation
on the issue of distribution in August 2021,11 with
an indication that changes may be enacted by 2022. 

Currently, all Canadian charities, including
both private foundations and the public founda-
tions that administer DAFs, are required under
the Canadian federal Income Tax Act12 to meet
an annual disbursement quota (the “DQ”) of 3.5
percent of their assets not used directly in charitable
activities or administration. In other words, a
Canadian charity generally must spend at least
3.5 percent of its endowment on charitable activ-
ities or on gifts to other Canadian charities each
year.13 The 3.5 percent minimum presumably
roughly matches reasonably expected investment
returns on endowments, but there is a debate in
this regard. Some charities are now arguing vocally
for an increase in the DQ by pointing out that re-
turns appear to have outpaced this figure for some
years,14 while others, such as the Canadian Bar

Association’s Charities and Not-for-Profit Section,
maintain that interest rates have dramatically de-
creased in the years since the 3.5 percent figure
was set and that an increase in the DQ may pro-
mote an encroachment of capital that may con-
travene many donor agreements and encourage
a boosting of returns through imprudent invest-
ments.15

Previous reform. The DQ was introduced in Canada
in 1976 and has undergone changes over the years,
so there is precedent in Canada for a change to the
spending requirement.16 From 2004 to 2010, all of
the DQ’s components essentially began to apply
to all charities, whether public or private, and had
two major elements: basically a requirement that
charities disburse amounts based on the previous
year’s tax-receipted income (generally 80 percent
of gifts receipted in the immediately preceding tax-
ation year), and also a requirement that charities
spend 3.5 percent (lowered in 2004 from 4.5 percent)
of their endowment on charitable activities or in-
tercharity gifts (with the government stating in
2004 that the 3.5 percent rate would be reviewed
periodically to ensure that it continues to be rep-
resentative of long-term rates of return). A major

criticism of the 2004–2010 regime was its perceived
complexity as the main exception to the 80 percent
component was to receive so-called “10-year gifts”
from donors (i.e., gifts where the donor stipulated
that the gift’s capital could not be encroached on
for 10 years), and that exception was often difficult
to apply. 

The last major DQ reform, passed in 2010, es-
sentially maintained the 3.5 percent DQ that persists
to this day, but in a move that may have been aimed
at promoting simplicity, abolished the 80 percent
DQ component that was based on previous tax-
receipted income.17 The Canadian government
seemed to say at the time that the DQ was just one
part of compliance by charities and that the gov-
ernment would shift its focus to other areas in-
cluding the oversight of fundraising.18

As in the United States, the DQ can comprise
some carried forward distributions (known as “dis-
bursement excesses”), and there is some flexibility
in relation to major projects, in that a charity may
seek the consent of the regulator to accumulate in-
come.19 Unlike in the United States, however, there
is no monetary penalty (known in Canada as an
intermediate sanction short of revocation of reg-
istered status) for failing to meet the DQ.20 Instead,
a Canadian foundation that fails to disburse suf-
ficiently risks revocation, which the government
has been reluctant to impose for such non-com-
pliance. For example, the Canada Revenue Agency
stated recently that it ”seldom revokes the regis-
tration of charities solely based on failure to meet
disbursement quota requirements as such an action
is broadly considered disproportionate to the non-
compliance involved.”21

Current focus. A major question in the Canadian
consultation is whether that percentage minimum
should be increased (whether temporarily to help
fund the recovery from COVID-19 or more per-
manently). On one hand, an increase puts more
funds into the hands of beneficiaries who need
them. On the other hand, in a low interest rate
environment, will an increase in the DQ cause
undue encroachment on capital? Furthermore,
how is a charity to deal with increased spending
quotas if its own donors have previously stipulated
limits on capital encroachment? (Presumably en-
croachment limitations can often be amended,
but this could require time-consuming negotiations
with major donors or court applications for trust
or gift  condition variations with uncertain
prospects.) 

Therefore, although some in Canada are calling
for significantly increased spending rates, it is not
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obvious that this will happen, with a more modest
increase being a more likely possibility. The Canada
Revenue Agency itself appears tentative regarding
the possible increase and does ask in its Back-
grounder on the DQ consultation whether other
tools should be made available to it (such as mon-
etary penalties or intermediate sanctions to enforce
the DQ). 

Canadian DAFs. Furthermore, it is notable that po-
tential reform of spending requirements unique
to DAFs is not specifically mentioned in that Back-
grounder and does not at this stage appear to be
the focus of any upcoming amendments, notwith-
standing that although the public and larger private
foundations administering the DAFs are subject
to the 3.5 percent DQ, the individual DAFs are not
subject to the DQ. It is not clear why this potential
lacuna in the Canadian DAF rules has stayed largely
off the radar, but it may be because the DAF, al-
though very popular in Canada, is not a term or
concept of art in Canadian charity legislation. It is
rather just a gift to the DAF charity that is either
unrestricted or subject to possible suggestion by
the donor. Furthermore, it has been observed by
some that known abuses of DAFs have not really
come to light in Canada.22

United Kingdom
Across the Atlantic, the landscape on minimum
distribution could hardly be more different. 

As a starting point in the United Kingdom,23 the
term “foundation” is not a term of art with any legal,

regulatory, or fiscal meaning. The term is widely
used but only colloquially so; all charitable organ-
izations, regardless of funding source or operational
model, are simply charities. It follows that all charities
enjoy the same tax relief and U.K. donors may obtain
tax relief in identical fashion for gifts to any charity. 

Those familiar with navigating the U.S. and
Canadian private foundation regimes may assume
from this that the United Kingdom is relatively
unregulated, perhaps even bafflingly so. What is
probably more accurate is that the United Kingdom
takes a principles-based approach to regulation
whereas the United States and Canada take a more
prescriptive approach. Minimum spending is an
excellent illustration of this difference in approaches. 

Charities under English law are required to op-
erate “for the public benefit,” a term that has come
before the English courts and is the subject of ex-
tensive guidance. A charity that is not spending at
all or is unreasonably accumulating assets is pro-
viding little or no public benefit and is therefore
being run improperly by its board in breach of
duty. The Charity Commission for England and
Wales (a regulator distinct from the tax authority)
has various regulatory powers that can be used to
intervene where a charity is noncompliant. Likewise,
from a U.K. tax perspective, there is no excise tax
or penalty arising from spending too little. There
are several factors that might explain the U.K. ap-
proach, including the relatively small number of
charities in absolute terms, the unusual structure
of tax relief on cash donations, the very long history
of the Charity Commission, and the even longer
history of charitable tax reliefs.24
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Revitalization: regulatory but no tax action. The clos-
est the United Kingdom currently comes to a min-
imum spending regime can be found in the Charity
Commission’s “Revitalising Trusts” program. This
commenced in 2018 in England with a view to mov-
ing assets from inactive or dormant charities.25 The
Charity Commission proactively contacts charities
it considers to be ineffective, inactive, or dormant
to ask them to take action within four weeks to pre-
vent an investigation. The options given by the

Commission are to transfer the charity assets to
another charity (such as a community foundation),
wind up the charity, or seek to change the charity’s
objects. In its first two years, approximately 1,800
charities were contacted, and the Charity Com-
mission has estimated this “revitalized” £32 million
(approximately $43 million). Programs in Wales
and Scotland were rolled out on the back of this
result. 

The program shares a focus with the U.S. and
Canadian regimes on “unlocking” charity assets to
help meet the current needs of the community.
However, the similarities end there; a charity con-
tacted under this program is guided gently toward
rectifying its underspending, and the initiative is
a regulatory intervention without a tax consequence. 

This initiative does not seek to attack the ability
of philanthropic foundations to grow and maintain
substantial endowments nor the ability of families
to continue to control assets after donation. 

For these purposes, ineffective or inactive trusts
are defined as those that have spent less than 30

percent of their income over the previous five years,
while dormant trusts are those that have not spent
any income over the past five years. 

Increased scrutiny of philanthropy, foundations, and

DAFs. Proposals to introduce a minimum payout
requirement in the U.K. context have been raised
periodically, with a particular flurry of interest in
the initial years of austerity in wake of the Great
Recession.26 More recently (but pre-pandemic),
the debate resurfaced with strong opposing views
expressed about the need for a specific payout ob-
ligation.27 The U.K. charity sector has been signif-
icantly affected by the global pandemic, and the
role of philanthropic foundations in pushing grants
through to frontline projects has rightly garnered
some attention. However, the emphasis has been
more on funder flexibility than on mandated spend-
ing, and DAFs have not attracted the same criticism. 

Introducing a minimum spending requirement
for English charities (or, as a matter of U.K. tax
law, on all U.K. charities) would be a revolutionary
change, although it is not impossible to legislate if
there were political will to do so. However, this
seems unlikely since there is no general acceptance
that privately funded charities should be treated
differently than others or that they are accumulating
assets unreasonably. 

Conclusion
Despite shared roots in the English Statute of Eliz-
abeth, the regulation of philanthropic structures
has proceeded quite distinctly on both sides of the
Atlantic. The United States and Canada have pur-
sued a more prescriptive approach to ensuring
public benefit where charitable tax reliefs are en-
joyed, while the United Kingdom relies on the
public benefit principle and its regulatory nudge
toward revitalization. However, all three jurisdictions
have a demonstrated interest in ensuring charitable
benefit that is not deferred too long, and of course
all are affected by the pressures of the global pan-
demic, thus increasing income inequality and the
relative success of foundations in the global markets
in recent decades. Only time will tell if legislators
will be persuaded that speeding up charitable spend-
ing is needed, and whether the United Kingdom’s
principles-based approach will continue to seem
adequate. �
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